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SEMEX was established as a cooperative in 1960 by the sharers. Currently, 
this company Export its products to 80 country in 4 continent. 

 
Raw milk purchase begins by central organization of rural 

cooperative
Director general of central organization of 

Rural Co-oprative in a visit from a dairy farm, 
annanced: dairy farms have had a suitable trend 
to produce good raw milk with less than 50.000 
cells and Bactria. 

He added: 8.200.000 tons of raw milk was pro-
duced in last year and we hope it will be increase 
in next year. In many sessions, dairy farmers and 
processors negotiated about purchasing raw milk 
but agriculture ministry decided to purchase the surplus of raw milk from dairy 
farms in guaranteed cost. 

This surplus will change to powdry milk  or cream that will sell in domestic 
markets or export.

MR.Safaie  said: About 550.000, tons of processed dairies were exported 
to neighbor countries, because all of them are customers for such products. 
About 35% of raw milk is produced by industrial dairies and the remained by 
rural dairies. 

 

Fisheries allowed to export to Russia 
According to Iran Fishery organization and 

director of Russia vetrinary organization, ex-
porting of Iranian fisheries are allowed.

Russia T.V. announced that Iranian compa-
nies who are activated in exporting the fisher-
ies and were introduced to Russia veterinary 
organization and certified in this ground can 
export their products to Russia. 
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Oil cost reduce and it’s affect on Iran agriculture
Reducing oil cost, from more than 100$ to about 75$ per barrel is fixed nearly. 

Many of important centers in global oil markets believe that 
this shock in not transient because of the stormy situation in 
Middle-East. They forecast that any increase in oil cost to 
100$ in short term is improbable.

Because of above subjects, Iranian goveners decided to 
regulate the next year budget on 75$ per barrel. On the other 
hand, increasing of the currencies rates have some affects on 
Iran economy and reduces Iranian  purchasing ability. From 

25 to 30 %.
In agriculture, we are facing to two economical phenomenons: first, to buy 

the inputs more expensive and the second is to change the currencies in Rials to 
imrove the agriculture sector.

Thus, oil cost reduce will affects the agriculture sector more than economy 
sections and will stop the evolution in agriculture sector.

 
The veterinary of country will change by (Immunity + )

Shaka company, the official representative of SEMEX, Canada, inaugurated 
its second summit in attendance with professors, experts and some dairymen 
in last summer. The main object of this summit were genetical goals in Immu-
nity+. 

By this way some genetical variations will occur and animal resistance in-
creases about 25% against diseases.

M.Rezaei Afsah, director general of Shaka company 
answered to a question about this technology: the tech-
nology is exclusively to SEMEX and from 22 years ago 
pro. Banymelard has searched on it. A few of Iranian 
professors are the members of a team that have worked 
on the project.

SEMEX has transferd the mentioned technology to 
Iran and we Used it as well. Just now, many of Iranian 
graduated work as researchers in the country and we are 
glad to see them.
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